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INFORMATION & ADVICE GROUP 

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS REPORT 

 

Background 

At the Parish Council meeting on 14th January this year the Group was tasked with investigating the 

repair or replacement of the lights used in a tree on The Green each Christmas. 

Existing lights 

The condition of the existing light belt is poor, there are several poor connections within the cable, 

some of the plastic lamp covers are missing, the PC does not hold spares and new replacements are 

not available.  We therefore consider that the light belt should be replaced. 

Replacing the existing 

On investigating replacements, we discovered that the Institute of Lighting Professionals’ Xmas 

Lighting Code of Practice requires lights in trees to be low voltage.  Thus, although it would be 

possible to obtain a replacement 240v cable with lamp holders for our existing lights this would not 

be permitted on the grounds of public safety. 

Turnock of Walsall, a British designer and manufacturer of festoon and Christmas lights has quoted 

for a 24v system of 2 x 50m strings with 100 lamps on each string – the same arrangement as the 

existing system.  The system would comprise the 2 cables, the lamps plus a few spares and a 

transformer and would cost £939 net (the Parish Council would be required to pay the VAT but will 

be able to reclaim it from HMRC).  Their lamps have plastic bases which reduces corrosion; this has 

been an ongoing problem with the current metal-based 240v lamps. 

Note that an internet search will reveal many alternatives of unknown quality and safety.  By opting 

for a British manufacturer it is hoped to achieve some certainty in this regard. 

Conclusion: 

We have found that to be able to display Christmas lights on The Green this year it will be necessary 

to purchase a new low voltage system, which will require a large capital expenditure.  We leave it to 

Parish Councillors as to whether they wish to follow this path. 
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